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What we need

Information Flow

Value Flow



Application scenarios

100Generate energy simultaneously, get 
logged into smart meters and digitalize

Energy get stored and consumed in 
the microgrid physically

Get confirmed and logged in the 
blockchain network

Energo Network

Energy Producers Smart Meter Distributed Energy Storage



Application scenarios

Energy Consumers
Economic Energy Additional Profit

Energo APP/PC Energo APP/PC

Buy Sell

Deal Making

Energy Producers



Application scenarios

-100

Confirm

Energo Network

+100

Distributed Energy Storage

Update balance Update balance

Supply Electricity

Smart Meter Smart Meter

Transaction notification



Features

Blockchain technology strengthens the 
market role of individual consumer and 
producer. It enables prosumers, i.e. 
households that not only consume but 
also produce energy, to buy and sell 
energy directly, with a high degree of 

autonomy without a middleman.

Energy Free Market

•  Highly autonomous grid 
structure

•  Safety, reliability and resilience
•  Greatly enhance the energy 

efficency

Microgrid

•  Safe, trustless, decentralized, 
irreversible and can be logged

•  To provide the basis for metering, 
billing and clearing processes

Blockchain

•  Light node within the network
•  Can be switched to the main 

grid automatically
•  Home energy monitors for the 

future smart home

Smart Meter



APP



Demo 

Scan the QR code to get our app 



Plan 

In China 
•  P2P Energy Trading Pilot project with Hanergy 

R&D Center (260 households) 

•  Smart City, Wan Xiang Group, Zhejiang Province 

  

Overseas 

•  Asian Development Bank, Philippines  

•  New South Wales, Australia  



Our Team

Lei Qu 

Ray is a serial entrepreneur in the field of payment and 

blockchain development in last 4 years with much 

experience in blockchain / etehreum / ripple, etc. He 

dropped out from Tongji University, which is the top 

college in China, to begin his startup life.  

CEO & Developer 

Sergi Uceda 

He is a software engineer obsessed with performance, 

code quality, and with the ability to get things done. 

Have wide experience working on server side services 

and blockchain solutions.  

 

Blcokchain Developer 

Kaikai Yang 

Co-Founder &  COO 

Co-Founder & CTO 

Jose Duque 

Jose is a Software Engineer & Serial Entrepreneur with 6 

years background education and a wide range of 

Software Development projects including research 

projects, games and online sharing platforms. Obsesses 

with code structure & self-organization and very strong 

feeling of ownership  

Xiaoxiang Jin 

Web developer 
 

Ren Shen 

UI Designer 

Nichole is in charge of the marketing, investment 

relationship in this team. She has several years of program 

management and marketing working experience in both 

global 500 fortune companies and Tencent, the coolest 

technology company in China.  



Our Team




